Art Extension: Psalm 29 The Voice of the Lord
Fuzzy Felt Boards

What this is: Art Extension of Psalm 29

Where it’s used: In any intergenerational gathering, but specifically with Lectionary based gatherings

Time: open-ended throughout gathering time and beyond (take home)

Bible focus/theme: Psalm 29

What’s needed:
• Pale flannelette fabric, cut in A4 sized pieces, make enough of these for each household in your community, or as many interactors (children or of any age) as you expect will want to make a fuzzy felt board
• A4 card
• Print out and cut sets of images of the temple, trees, water, fire, oxen, angels, forest from the art file. Make these on 200gsm card.
• Felt scraps or pieces of velcro hooks.
• Glue flannelette pieces to A4 card.
• Glue felt scraps or velcro hooks to the back of each cut out image.
• Light blue wool, cut in 30 cm lengths, approx 4 - 5 per A4 board.
• A4 ziplock bags or pocket protectors for keeping sets of board/images/wool together.
• Include a printout of the Psalm in the pack.
Following the reading of the Psalm, invite those who would like to explore the imagery of Psalm 29 further with the art image to collect a fuzzy felt kit from an easily accessible location.

Demonstrate the contents of the kit:
The blank board waits empty for something to happen. Throughout this series of Giving Voice the voice of the Lord is represented in the art by blue swirling lines of the wind of the Spirit. Use the pieces of blue wool to show the pattern of the voice of the Lord in the blank space.
Add the other items in any order you like, or follow the order of Psalm 29. As you do this, think about whether the order matters? has any meaning?
The words of Psalm 29 dramatically describe not only things being created by the Voice of the Lord, but also being upset, upended, disturbed by the voice of the Lord.
Reposition the items and the wool to show this.

If you like, take a photo of the way you’ve set out the images on the board, and post it on the church’s Facebook page or Instagram it.
Graphics for printing and cutting out to make fuzzy-felt.